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Abstract
Interface icons are prevalent in various digital applications. Due to limited time and budgets, many designers rely on informal
evaluation, which often results in poor usability icons. In this paper, we propose a unique human-in-the-loop framework that
allows our target users, i.e., novice and professional UI designers, to improve the usability of interface icons efficiently. We
formulate several usability criteria into a perceptual usability function and enable users to iteratively revise an icon set with
an interactive design tool, EvIcon. We take a large-scale pre-trained joint image-text embedding (CLIP) and fine-tune it to
embed icon visuals with icon tags in the same embedding space (IconCLIP). During the revision process, our design tool
provides two types of instant perceptual usability feedback. First, we provide perceptual usability feedback modeled by deep
learning models trained on IconCLIP embeddings and crowdsourced perceptual ratings. Second, we use the embedding space
of IconCLIP to assist users in improving icons’ visual distinguishability among icons within the user-prepared icon set. To
provide the perceptual prediction, we compiled IconCEPT10K, the first large-scale dataset of perceptual usability ratings over
10,000 interface icons, by conducting a crowdsourcing study. We demonstrated that our framework could benefit UI designers’
interface icon revision process with a wide range of professional experience. Moreover, the interface icons designed using our
framework achieved better semantic distance and familiarity, verified by an additional online user study.
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CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools; • Computing methodologies → Computer graphics;

1. Introduction

Amid the ubiquity of digital technologies, including computers,
intelligent appliances, and wearable devices, interface icons play
an increasingly important role in representing various functions
with benefits including improving interface scannability (i.e., the
ease of reading and understanding the content of the interface),
saving space on small screens, and conveying information univer-
sally [SABAG∗05, SM14]. The usability of icons is determined
by several characteristics, including visual complexity, style, fa-
miliarity, etc. [MCdB01, IMC07]. For instance, previous research
has demonstrated that users are able to recognize familiar icons
more quickly compared to unfamiliar ones [IMC07]. Furthermore,
the visual design of the icons significantly impacts how users
perceive the usability of both the interface and the overall sys-
tem [KK95, HM10, SJ16]. While existing design guidelines (like
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Google’s Material Design) offer invaluable insights into the visual
aspects of icon design, the step of gathering users’ perceptual feed-
back on the icons is indispensable for accurately assessing icon us-
ability [BAR92].

Yet, conducting formal usability tests (e.g., inviting real users
to perform usability tasks) can be time-consuming and requires
extra effort [RDF11, DHF∗17b, SL19], which could significantly
lengthen the iterative process of interface icon design. Moreover,
when evaluating icons designed for specific users (e.g., elders or
users with lower computer literacy), conducting adequate usability
testing is even more laborious.

Zhao et al. [ZKH∗20] reported that designers often consult other
UI designers’ feedback on icons. These informal evaluations of-
ten failed to provide comprehensive and objective information
about how target users would perceive and use the icons [BAR92,
RDF11], thus leading to low usability icons. As shown in Figure 1,
even for icons of standard tags (e.g., “Search” and “Calendar”),
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Figure 1: Example icons in IconCEPT10K with usability rated by
crowdworkers. Icons with low usability have three common short-
comings. First, these icons make users misunderstand their tag with
others (e.g., Filter). Second, they use unconventional metaphors to
transmit the meanings of a concept (e.g., Search). Last, these icons
omit the critical features, so users fail to recognize the target con-
cept (e.g., Calendar).

accidentally omitting the critical visual features when adjusting
icons’ style could lead to poor usability [Lin94, CUG20]. These
examples further illustrate the importance of getting objective and
instant feedback from users. These findings underscore the need for
an objective and comprehensive usability testing approach that is
cost- and time-efficient. Although several automatic graphical icon
synthesis methods have been proposed [LRFN04, KPL08], involv-
ing humans (i.e., “human-in-the-loop”) in the design process has
several advantages (e.g., solving computationally complex prob-
lems [Hol16], building users’ trustworthiness to interactive sys-
tems [LGM20]).

Hence, instead of proposing an automatic icon synthesis method,
we propose EvIcon, an interactive framework to reduce the work-
load of performing usability tests for a user-prepared interface icon
set. EvIcon comprises two main parts: (i) a novel human-in-the-
loop formulation of icon and icon set design and (ii) an interac-
tive tool with instant perceptual usability feedback. Our main idea
is to formulate the common icon usability criteria into perceptual
usability functions. Among all icon-related features, we select se-
mantic distance and familiarity as the usability criteria since they
are the most critical indications of icons’ effectiveness at conveying
information [MCdB99, SABAG∗05, WMLB13, SM14, CLKL16]
and are commonly used by professional artists. As defined in
prior icon design literature, Semantic distance stands for the per-
ceived degree of closeness between an icon and the tag it repre-
sents [MCdB99, SABAG∗05, SKJ17] and familiarity referred to
users’ experiences and perceived frequency of encountering spe-
cific icons [MCdB99, SABAG∗05]. In Figure 2(a), we show exam-
ples of icons with different semantic distances and familiarity lev-
els. Moreover, prior research has found that using icons with close
semantic distance and high familiarity can significantly increase
both user’s behavioral performance on interfaces and perceived us-
ability [MCdB99, SABAG∗05, WMLB13, SM14, CLKL16, SJ16].
Hence, due to the importance of these two indications for icon’s us-
ability [SABAG∗05, MI09, SM14], we focus on providing icon de-
signers with semantic distance and familiarity predictions on icon
designs in this paper. Moreover, as an icon is usually designed and
displayed within an icon set [Kur00], we also use visual distin-

guishability (i.e., ability to be easily recognized and differentiated
from one another at a glance) as a critical usability criterion for
designing an icon set [Kur00, LRFN04, SABAG∗05, MS95]. The
goal is to prevent users from confusing icons of different tags.

To reach the goal of this study mentioned above, we gathered
the first large-scale dataset of single-colored interface icon usabil-
ity ratings coined as IconCEPT10K. The reason we focus on the
single-colored icons is that single-colored icons have been rec-
ommended by popular online resources (e.g., Font Awesome and
Noun Project) and major software providers (e.g., Google and Ap-
ple) due to their scalability in various screen sizes and applications
as the prevalence of flat UI design [SRS18, LC20]. Also, icons
are usually designed in single-colored in the first place and then
edited their color later, tailoring to the configuration of display de-
vices [GSF01, ZKH∗20]. Moreover, prior works found that icons’
coloring is more critical to icons’ visual attractiveness than effec-
tiveness in the conveyance of meaning [Hsi17, CUG20, SZL∗21].
Accordingly, we consider devising icons in single-colored is com-
mon in the design process. Hence, we focus on the single-colored
icons in the present study.

Our perceptual usability function comprises two components.
First, we took a large-scale pre-trained joint image-text embedding
(CLIP [RKH∗21]) and fine-tuned it to embed icon visuals with icon
tags in the same embedding space (IconCLIP). Second, we col-
lected usability ratings for a curated icon dataset of 50 base tags.
We expanded the base tags by using the tags associated with each
icon; thus, our usability prediction model can recognize unseen tags
and is scalable for future use. After building the perceptual usabil-
ity function, we present an interactive user interface with two types
of instant feedback (as shown in Figure 2) to support refining icons’
usability efficiently. Users can iteratively revise the initial icon in
the prepared icon set and query for predicted usability results. The
first feedback is the predicted perceptual usability of the revised
icon (Figure 2(a)). The second feedback is the icon’s visual distin-
guishability to other icons in (i) the user-prepared icon set and (ii)
our icon dataset. This feedback is realized by providing an inter-
active two-dimensional visualization of the IconCLIP embedding
(see Figure 2(b)).

To understand the benefits of EvIcon for designers, we con-
ducted a user study with six UI designers and asked them to revise
icon sets with and without using EvIcon. We further conducted an
online user study on the revised icons to verify whether EvIcon can
assist UI designers to improve icons’ usability. The result shows
that EvIcon can assist UI designers with a wide range of profes-
sional experiences to improve the usability of their icon designs.
The major contributions and novelties of this paper include:

• We propose a novel human-in-the-loop formulation, EvIcon, for
refining the usability of an icon set, while previous works focus
on providing supports for designing a single icon ignoring the
icon usability.

• We gathered IconCEPT10K, the first icon dataset with high-level
perceptual usability ratings, instead of low-level visual percep-
tual properties such as visual saliency.

We implemented EvIconas a web application so anyone can test
EvIconon their own icon set. We will also release the source code,
pretrained models, and the collected dataset (IconCEPT10K).
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Figure 2: EvIcon provides two types of instant perceptual usability
feedback. (a) An UI designer can improve a single icon’s usabil-
ity and target different demographic users (e.g., elder people or
non-tech workers) with the “semantic distance” and “familiarity”
feedback. (b) Moreover, an UI designer can improve the usability
of an icon set by (i) identifying poor visual distinguishability and
(ii) revise the “archive” icon and (iii) the “calendar” icon using
the visual distinguishability graph.

2. Related Works

2.1. Icon Design and Analysis

Icon plays an essential role in visual communication, in-
cluding graphic design and user interface design. Prior stud-
ies [Git86, Hor94, Hor96] provide a thorough introduction on
how to design usable icons and recommended practices. While
usability is broadly defined [KK95, Tra18, Tra20], icon us-
ability is predominantly linked to the icon’s ability to convey
its meaning and the users’ ability to comprehend it. Previous
research highlights features such as visual complexity, semantic
distance, and familiarity as major influences on icon usability
[MCdB99, MCdB01, MI09, IMC07, SM14, KFZI20, SJ16, SKJ17].

These features are often operationally defined through user ratings
or rankings on various scales (e.g., the perceived closeness between
an icon and its represented information or the perceived aesthetics
of icons) [MCdB01, MI09, IMC07, SJ16]. Studies have discovered
that icons with differing levels of these features can influence user
behaviors [MCdB01, IMC07, SKJ17] and cognitive responses
during interaction [CLKL16]. User age [LMG11] and experience
[IMC07, AMW21] have also been found to impact how these

features affect icon usability.

Researchers have proposed various methods to support icon
design and generation due to the complex relationship between
icons’ features and usability. Zhao et al. [ZKH∗20] developed a
system to generate icons containing compound meanings auto-
matically. Some works focus on generating icons based on file-
names [LRFN04], data content [KPL08], and man-made object cat-
egory [SC21]. Other prior works focus on learning icons’ appear-
ance similarity [LGG18], creating scale variations of icons [BL15],
and selecting an icon set based on crowdsourced ratings [LKC∗16].
Compared to previous works [LKC∗16, LGG18], our system lets

designers devise the final icon set on their own with our perceptual
usability feedback instead of directly obtaining an icon set from an
optimization process.

2.2. Assistive Authoring Tool for Visual Design

Assistive visual content authoring has gained increasing interest in
the past few years since the surge of the need for novel visual con-
tent. Many works utilized personal editing histories to assist 2D
sketch [XCW14], 3D shape sculpturing [PXW18], and viewpoint
selection [CGW∗14]. On the other hand, various prior works have
incorporated real-time physical simulation into their interactive
tools for designing physically valid furnitures [UIM12] and model
airplanes [UKSI14]. Among them, many recent works leveraged
collected visual content data to assist 2D sketch [LZC11], multi-
view clipart design [SLS∗21], and mobile apps user interface de-
sign [LCS∗18, DHF∗17a, DHF∗17c]. Other studies crowdsourced
and modeled large-scale users’ perception about tappability for the
mobile interfaces [SL19] and visual importance on graphic de-
signs [BKO∗17] to assist designers in diagnosing the perceptual is-
sues in their designs. Additionally, Rosenholtz et al. [RDF11] con-
ducted a thorough qualitative study with professional design teams
and showed that designers benefited from tools with low-level per-
ceptual prediction in the agile assessment of usability. Unlike pre-
vious works that only focused on providing low-level visual per-
ceptions feedback, we provide high-level usability feedback such
as semantic distance and familiarity. Moreover, we provide visual
distinguishability feedback to support revising an icon set’s usabil-
ity, which is rarely addressed in prior related research.

2.3. Human-in-the-loop Exploration

Prior studies have demonstrated the feasibility of conducting us-
ability evaluation on crowdsourcing platforms via performing
benchmark user testings [KRG13] and collecting human visual im-
portance [BKO∗17]. As exploring various huge design spaces with
usability evaluations is a ubiquitous task in visual design, this task
is realized by various interactive optimization techniques, includ-
ing interactive evolutionary computation [Tak01] and human-in-
the-loop Bayesian optimization [KSI14, KSSI17, KSG20, CSSI21,
BBDF10]. Unlike previous methods, our human-in-the-loop frame-
work focuses on providing instant perceptual usability feedback to
support users’ exploration instead of providing the final design us-
ing the optimization-based method due to the following reasons.
First, the state-of-the-art human-in-the-loop optimization meth-
ods work best in relatively lower-dimensional parameter spaces
(e.g., 6−15) [KSI14,KSSI17,KSG20,CSSI21,BBDF10], whereas
reducing the design dimensions of interface icons into such low
dimensions would omit the nuanced features that are crucial for
the high-level usability perceived by users and designers. Hence,
our framework makes designers finalize the icons and the icon
sets iteratively and manually. Second, previous human-in-the-loop
optimization methods use “selection” as the main interaction ap-
proach, whereas the task of icon design requires more complicated
design interactions than selections [ZKH∗20]. Therefore, the cur-
rent human-in-the-loop optimization methods are not suitable for
the inputs of our framework to design high-usability icons.
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Figure 3: Overview of EvIcon. We collect a large-scale icon and tag collection. And we compiled a dataset IconCEPT10K, comprises
10,000 icons across 50 base tags, their associated tags, and crowdsourced semantic distance and familiarity ratings. We also fine-tune a
pre-trained joint text-image embedding (CLIP) into IconCLIP using this collection. EvIcon computes and presents designers with instant
perceptual usability feedback to assist revising high-usability icon sets.

3. Problem Overview

Given an interface icon set I provided by a designer. The goal
of our framework is to assist this designer in revising the usabil-
ity of prepared icons into a new interface icon set Î efficiently.
We expect that each icon I in I is associated with n text tags
(TI = t0, t1, ..., tn−1) that represent the semantic and visual concepts
of the icon such as “search”, “next”, “television”, and “map”. We
characterize the usability of an icon using common perceptual us-
ability metrics including semantic distance, familiarity, and visual
distinuguishability, which are commonly used by professional icon
designers [MCdB01, Kur00, SM14]. However, these metrics of an
icon are usually hard to evaluate mathematically from the icon im-
age since the assessments of these metrics require extensive user
testing to collect users’ self-reports and feedback. Hence, we col-
lected a large-scale icon dataset and the crowdsourced perceptual
ratings of these icons on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). We
used the collected ratings to train usability classifiers. For each tag
A, we trained a separate classifier f sd

A and f fam
A for classifying the

semantic distance and familiarity of an icon belongs to tag A. For
each classifier, it predicts “Very Good”, “Good”, “Neutral”, “Bad”,
and “Very Bad” as the different levels for the semantic distance and
familiarity. The goal of our framework is to enable users to revise
an icon I ∈ I that maximizes the following perceptual usability
function:

i∗ = argmax(wsdφsd(I,TI)+w f amφ f am(I,TI)+wvdφvd(I)), (1)

where φ is a semantic perceptual function. In our work, the seman-
tic perceptual function comprises three parts:

• semantic distance: φsd(I,TI) = P( f sd
A == Very Close|I,TI)

• familiarity: φ f am(I,TI) = P( f fam
A == Very Good|I,TI)

• visual distinguishability: φvd(I) = ∑J∈I ∥ρI −ρJ∥2
2,

where P( f sd
A == Very Close) stands for the probability of an icon

being classified as having the “Very Close” semantic distance.

To measure visual distinguishability, it is important to measure
the distance with respect to the semantic concept difference instead
of just pixel-level difference. To achieve this, we obtain an embed-
ding space where icons of the same tags stay closer to each other

than those of different tags. We describe how to obtain this embed-
ding space in Section 5.2. The embedded coordinates of icon i in
this space are represented by ρi. The goal of φsd(i) is to encourage
the revised icon to be classified as “Very Close,” while the aim of
φvd(i) is to separate the refined icon from other icons in I. To opti-
mize Equation 1 and iteratively refine the icon set I, designers need
to be involved in the process to specify their design requirements.
Instead of providing designers with automatic synthesis results, we
have developed an interactive interface that guides them in design-
ing highly usable icons.

4. EvIcon User Interface

We propose an interactive and exploratory design tool, EvIcon, to
present perceptual usability feedback of an individual icon and vi-
sual distinguishability between icons. Our interface augments exist-
ing vector graphics design tools with additional usability feedback
panels. As shown in Figure 3, our interface contains three main
panels: (i) the main canvas panel which includes a vector graph-
ics editor for icon revision and a list to present the uploaded icon
set, (ii) the perceptual feedback panel (box with blue borderline),
and (iii) the distinguishability visualization panel (box with orange
borderline).

4.1. User Workflow

To use EvIcon, a designer first prepares a set of icons and corre-
sponding tags under designing. Next, the designer can select an
icon from the icon set, and EvIcon would infer its predicted us-
ability. Designers can use the feedback panel to check predicted
usability, revise icons to improve usability, and inspect visual dis-
tinguishability with an interactive graph. This process is repeated
until the usability and distinguishability of icons meet satisfaction.

4.2. Interface Components

4.2.1. Main Canvas Panel

The designer can revise the icons using the vector graphics edi-
tor in this panel. During the iterative revision process, EvIcon also
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(a) Initial icon (b) Modified icon (c) Two types of in-
place warnings

Figure 4: A warning will be displayed in place to draw attention to
the poor adjustment compared to the last usability inspection. Blue
highlights will indicate the paths suggested to be added back, while
light-blue highlights will mark those suggested to be removed.

(a) Overall (b) Age categories: i)
adult and ii) elder

(c) Occupation cate-
gories: i) technology,
ii) business, and iii)
others

Figure 5: EvIcon provides predicted perceptual usability feedback.
Apart from viewing perception feedback for general people (a),
users can inspect the feedback from different demographics cate-
gories including (b) age and (c) occupation.

provides in-place warnings when the predicted perception usability
drops. This in-place visual warning is helpful for building the con-
nection between the revised icon and the perceptual prediction. We
highlighted the paths of an icon that we encourage the designers to
add and remove in two different colors as shown in Figure 4.

4.2.2. Perceptual Usability Feedback Panel

EvIcon shows the predicted level of perceptual usabilities (seman-
tic distance and familiarity) of the icon under revision (Figure 5).
Designers can switch between tabs to assess predicted usabilities
for specific demographic target audiences. To present the levels of
semantic distance and familiarity in a way designers can easily un-
derstand, instead of showing rating scores directly, we use “Very
Bad”, “Bad”, “Neutral”, “Good”, and “Very Good” to represent five
different levels of user perceptions, and semantic distance is pre-
sented as “Semantics” on the interface of EvIcon. We highlighted
“Very Bad“ and “Bad” in red, “Neutral” in black, and “Good” and
“Very Good” in green to enhance readability.

4.2.3. Distinguishability Visualization Panel

EvIcon presents an interactive distinguishability graph to help de-
signers compare the relative visual distance between icons in the
prepared icon set I. After the designers revise an icon, they can
check the updated embedded coordinate of the icon. We connected
the icons in the prepared icon set using grey links (as shown in
Figure 6(b)) and changed the color of the links into red if the con-
nected icons were too close to each other (see Figure 6(c)). This

interactive design aims to warn designers of the inadequate visual
distinguishability in the prepared icon set, and prevent them from
refining icons that fall into the wrong tag.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: (a) Different color-codings indicate different semantic
concept clusters. The icons are linked (b) in grey but will change
(c) to red in order to notify poor visual distinguishability.

5. EvIcon Implementation

5.1. Icon and Crowdsourced Perceptual Rating Dataset

Our goal of data collection is to gather an icon dataset covering a
comprehensive range of tags that UI designers are likely to design.
Since unlimited tags exist for interface icons, it is impractical to
enumerate them all and collect them at once. To address this issue,
we expanded the tags we can cover by adopting the following data
collection procedure. First, we collected icons of 212 base tags re-
ported in prior work [LCS∗18], including “Search”, “Crop”, “Mes-
sage”, “Pause”, “Filter”, “Calendar”, and “Archive”. We collected
these single-colored icons from multiple online resources, includ-
ing Google Material Icons, Icon8, and The Noun Project. Although
these icons are collected from different websites, they share similar
visual styles due to the prevalence of flat UI design [Arl14,SRS18].
Overall, we collected 2,613,438 single-colored icons and their as-
sociated tags provided by the original designers. There are 191,472
unique tags representing a wide range of concepts, and they pro-
vided us with a rich resource to model the relationship between
icons and tags. We then used this icon and tag collection to train a
joint image-text embedding.

However, it is tedious and repetitive to collect users’ percep-
tual usability ratings for all icons; thus we selected the top 50 base
tags that are semantically independent by analyzing their distribu-
tion in the Word2Vec [MCCD13] embedding space. For each se-
lected base tag, we further selected 200 representative icons with
respect to the uniqueness of icon shapes using the following pro-
cess. After normalizing the size of icons from different resources
into 28× 28 pixels, we applied the principal component analysis
(PCA) on icons’ pixel values after removing the duplicated icons.
Then, we set the projection to preserve 90% of the variances to
generate the final principal components and utilize them to repre-
sent each icon. Next, we performed K-Means clustering [AV07] on
these projected icon representations and set K = 10 based on the
results of the Elbow method (i.e., ten clusters in a subset) [KS96].
We obtained 200 icons from each base tag by randomly sampling
20 icons from each cluster. After repeating the same process to all
base tags, we acquired the curated dataset with in total 10,000 icons
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in which the variety of icons of each function increased compared
to the raw dataset.

After obtaining the curated dataset, we used Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk (AMT) to collect users’ perceived semantic distance and
familiarity with the selected 10,000 icons. We recruited 5,559
workers participating in the crowdsourcing task (3,498 males and
2,061 females; mean age = 33.1 with a standard deviation of 8.90).
The workers’ self-report ages and occupations were divided into
three age levels (elder: age > 50 yrs; adult: 50 > age > 20 yrs;
teenager: age < 20 yrs) and occupational categories (technology,
business, and others) which are used as the demographic informa-
tion of their ratings when building perceptual usability prediction.
Each worker finished five assignments and rated icons of five tags in
each assignment (i.e., 25 icons in total) with an average completion
time of 8 minutes. The workers were asked to rate each icon on a 5-
point Likert scale to specify their assessment of the icon’s semantic
distance and familiarity [MCdB99,IMC07]. The workers also rated
their perceived familiarity with each tag on the same 5-point Likert
scale. We described the rating distribution of the 50 base tags and
the content of the questions in Section 1 of the supplementary ma-
terial. The order of the icons was randomized. In general, we spent
two days collecting all the rating data in parallel using MTurk API.
In the final rated dataset, we collected 138,964 unique ratings. We
describe the details of the distribution of the collected ratings and
the AMT crowdsource task in Figure 1 of the supplemental mate-
rial. We will include the selected 10,000 icons and the collected
perceptual usability ratings as our IconCEPT10K dataset.

5.2. Perceptual Usability and Visual Distinguishability
Feedback

Given an input icon I and its associated tags T = t0, t1, ..., tn−1, we
want to build a classifier that can predict its perceptual usability
ratings (semantic distance and familiarity). However, there are un-
limited possible tags designers want to design; and it is tedious to
collect icons of all possible tags and their perceptual usability rat-
ings. Thus, it is vital to design a classification method to predict
the perceptual usability ratings for icons of unseen tags. To address
this need, we designed our classification method based on the pre-
trained joint embedding (CLIP) [RKH∗21] which is learned from
loose image-text pairing information.

5.2.1. Introduction to CLIP Embedding Space

CLIP [RKH∗21] is a joint image-text embedding trained on 400
million text-image pairs. The representations learned by CLIP have
been shown to be effective for various downstream tasks such as
zero-shot image classification. CLIP jointly trains an image en-
coder g and a text encoder h, that map images and text into a shared
embedding space. Unlike previous works on natural image editing
using CLIP embedding space [PWS∗21, AZF∗21], the target im-
age domain of our application (single-colored icon image) is differ-
ent from the training images used in the pre-trained CLIP model.
Thus, instead of using the pre-trained CLIP model to extract im-
age and text representations directly, we finetune the original CLIP
model using our icon dataset to obtain IconCLIP.

Finetuning CLIP on icon image We let Sicon = {(Ii,Ti)|i =

(a) original CLIP training

An icon looks 
like a mail, a letter, 

and an envelop. 

(b) IconCLIP finetuning

text
encoder

image
encoder

An icon looks 
like a scanner, a printer

and an fax machine.
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Figure 7: (a) The general-purpose CLIP [RKH∗21] is a joint
image-text embedding trained on 400 million text-image pairs. (b)
We fine-tune the general-purpose CLIP into IconCLIP using “icon
tags”-“icon image” pairs. (c) We predicted the perceptual usability
ratings of an input icon and its associated tags using the IconCLIP
embedding space and the target demographic information.

0, ...,N} denote the icon dataset used for finetuning the original
CLIP model. For each icon Ii, we converted the associated tags
Ti into a sentence si using the prompt template “A icon looks
like a {tag0, tag1, ..., tagn−1}”. We use a pre-trained CLIP ViT-
B/32 model as the base model, which uses ViT-B/32 [DBK∗21]
as the image encoder and Transformer [VSP∗17] as the text en-
coder. We follow the training procedure described in the orig-
inal CLIP [RKH∗21]. Given a training pair (an icon image Ii
and a sentence si), CLIP produces a scalar score: g(I)T h(si)
that is high when the image and text are mismatched. We fine-
tune the pre-trained model by minimizing a symmetric InfoNCE
loss [VdOLV18].

5.2.2. Perceptual Usability Prediction

We designed our classifier FΘ using a deep fully-connected neural
network without convolutional layers (i.e., a MLP). As illustrated in
Figure 7(c), FΘ takes three different inputs: the input image embed-
ding, the input sentence embedding, and the discrete demographics
vector (age: three levels and occupation: three categories) and the
output are five usability ratings of semantic distance and familiarity.
We obtained the image and sentence embedding using the image
encoder and the text decoder of IconCLIP. And FΘ process these in-
puts with four fully-connected layers (using ReLU activations and
256 channels per layer.

5.2.3. Visual Distinguishability

As discussed in Section 4.2.3, EvIcon provides a distinguishabil-
ity graph to help users compare the relative visual distance be-
tween icons in the prepared icon set. We directly use the embed-
ding space of the finetuned IconCLIP as our similarity measure-
ment space. We used Uniform Manifold Approximation and Pro-
jection (UMAP) [MHSG18] to project the 512d feature vector to
2d.
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Figure 8: text-to-image retrieval by IconCLIP. Among the four
tags we used as queries, only “attachment” and “map” are in
the 212 base tags. The IconCLIP embedding space recognizes the
meaning of “envelop” and “alarm” because we used the tags as-
sociated with icons (we use the green box for positive results and
the red box for negative results).

6. Evaluation

6.1. Evaluation of IconCLIP

To evaluate the IconCLIP embedding space, we performed a top-k
image retrieval evaluation. We split the overall collected icons into
a training set and a testing set. We used the training set to fine-
tune IconCLIP. Using the fine-tuned IconCLIP, we conducted the
retrieval test in the following manner: for each icon image within
the testing set, we use it as a query and retrieved the most similar
icon image from the entire testing set. And we consider a retrieved
icon image as a positive result if it shares a common tag with the
query image. The MAP@5 (mean average precision at rank 5) of
the retrieval test is 74.3. On the other hand, we also performed a
text-to-image retrieval test and showed the qualitative image re-
trieval results in Figure 8. We can observe that the top-5 nearest
neighbors match the tags in the sentence even when the concepts
are not in the 212 base tags we used for collecting the icons. This
suggests that the tags associated with the icons expand the embed-
ding space of IconCLIP.

6.2. Evaluation of perceptual usability feedback models

As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, we trained a unified network to
predict usability ratings based on the icon’s image embeddings,
tag embeddings, and demographic information. To demonstrate the
ability to predict usability ratings of unseen tags, we split the icons
of 50 base tags into 45 tags as seen and 5 tags as unseen tags. It
should be noted that we only use the base tags as the selection cri-
teria, but we used all the associated tags within the base tags as
training signals, so it is not restricted to these base tags. We per-
formed two types of evaluation of our prediction model.

6.2.1. In-domain Evaluation

First, we evaluated the prediction precision and recall on the 45
base functions we used for training. Among the icons of these 45
base functions, we randomly split the data into 90/10 as train-
ing/testing data. For semantic distance, our models achieved 83.6%

for precision and 84.1% for recall. For familiarity, our models
achieved 76.3% for precision and 77.6% for recall.

6.2.2. Out-of-domain Evaluation

Second, we also evaluated the prediction precision and recall on all
icons belonging to the 5 base tags we held out during training. For
semantic distance, our models achieved 66.4% for precision and
69.5% for recall. For familiarity, our models achieved 67.1% for
precision and 68.4% for recall.

6.3. Evaluation with UI Designers

To evaluate how EvIcon’s interaction design can support design-
ers’ revision process, we conducted a user study with six profes-
sional UI designers (five females and one male; ages ranging from
22 to 34 years old). We recruited a similar number of domain ex-
perts with prior similar works [PXW18, XKG∗16, SSII18]. The
self-reported professional experience of the designers ranges from
one to ten years. All of them used Adobe Illustrator† for initial icon
design.

6.3.1. Procedure and Tasks

After introducing EvIcon and the meaning of two types of feed-
back, the designers practiced using EvIcon for ten minutes. We
then asked them to complete the practice tasks (e.g., reporting the
perceptual usability of an icon in different age groups of users) to
ensure they understand how to use EvIcon. In the formal sessions,
the designers were asked to improve the usability of two icon sets.
For the design brief to guide the designers when revising icons, we
informed the designers the scenario of the evaluation is that a client
asked them to improve the icon sets so that these icons can be used
in a wide range of applications and users (e.g., elders). Each icon
set contains three icons of tags “Archive”, “Print”, and “Filter”. We
selected these tags based on their average familiarity level collected
via the crowdsourced study in Section 5.1 (“Archive”: 3.8; “Filter”:
3.9; “Print”: 4.2) to ensure we included established and uncom-
mon tags in the evaluation. Moreover, “Archive” and “Print” are
in the 45 seen tag set, and “Filter” is in the 5 unseen tag set used
in Section 6.1. We denoted these icons as the original icons in the
following sections.

As shown in Figure 9, the icons in the two sets are different,
and we instructed each designer to improve the usability of one
icon set with EvIcon and another set without EvIcon, both in fif-
teen minutes. The combination of the icon set and two conditions
were randomly assigned, and the order of conditions was counter-
balanced to avoid the learning effect. Under both conditions, the
designers can freely edit icons using the design tool of their choice
and search online for the information. However, under the without
EvIcon condition, the designers can not access the icons and per-
ceptual ratings we collected. We recorded the revision process and
the revised icons. In the end, we obtained 36 revised icons from six
designers in total, and we found that all designers spent the entire
time budget (15 minutes) for each condition.

† https://www.adobe.com/products/illustrator.html
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Figure 9: The six original icons and their examples of revised icons with and without EvIcon. We plot the crowdsourced evaluation results
(“AMT rating”) of each icon. The gray/blue/red bar denotes the AMT rating of original icon/icon revised with EvIcon/icon revised without
EvIcon. The ratings ranged from 1 (“Very Bad”) to 5 (“Very Good”) for the bar chart of semantic distance (seman distant) and familiarity
(fam). We can see that most of the icons revised with EvIcon received higher AMT ratings than icons revised without EvIcon. We also show
the visual distinguishability score between each icon in the embedding space. The visual distinguishability between icons revised with EvIcon
is the furthest.

6.3.2. Result

Revised icons In Figure 9, we show the revised icons of all three
tags with and without using EvIcon. To further verify that EvI-
con can help designers improve icons’ usability, we launched an
additional crowdsourced evaluation on AMT to collect 213 (140
males and 73 females; 19 to 64 years old) crowdworkers’ usabil-
ity ratings of all original and revised icons pair in an assignment.
We collected averaged 57.8 unique ratings for each original/revised
icon pair. Each crowdworker would only rate an icon pair revised
by the same designers to eliminate the influence of individual de-
signers’ abilities. We used the majority vote of all received ratings
as the final rating of each revised icon to reduce the effects of spam-
mers as shown in Figure 9. To reduce the mutual influence of icons
in different pairs of revised and original icons, we calculated the
final ratings of the original icons by averaging the majority vote
ratings across the different pairs of revised icons provided by the
designers.
We can see from Figure 9 that most of the revised icons with EvI-
con (blue bars) obtained higher AMT ratings of semantic distance
and familiarity than those without EvIcon. Moreover, to demon-
strate the usefulness of EvIcon in improving the visual distin-
guishability within the icon set, we computed the mutual distances
between the 512-dim embedded vector of each revised icon. In the
rightmost panel of Figure 9, the mutual distance between icons re-
vised with EvIcon is farther than the original icons and icons re-
vised without EvIcon, which suggests better visual distinguishabil-
ity.
Figure 10 illustrates example revision processes for the icons
“Archive” and “Print.” Throughout each design step, EvIcon pro-
vided feedback on “Semantics” (semantic distance) and “Familiar-
ity.” The crowdsourced evaluation results, collected via Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT), are displayed next to the finalized icon

(the right-most icon of each block in Figure 10) for each revision
process. The evaluation outcomes demonstrate that icons revised
with EvIcon generally outperformed those revised without it, as
shown in Figure 10, with higher ratings given for both “Semantics”
and “Familiarity.”
Revised icons for diverse demographics We investigated
whether icons revised with EvIcon result in higher usability rat-
ings from older users (> 50 years old) to demonstrate the tool’s
ability to create more inclusive designs for users with diverse de-
mographics. We found that the revised icons obtained higher AMT
mean semantic distance (with: 3.49; without: 3.35) and familiarity
(with: 2.83; without: 2.81) ratings across tags. We show the two
examples of the revised icons using EvIcon in Figure 11. Addi-
tionally, Figure 2 in the supplementary material showcases visible
differences among top-rated usability icons across various demo-
graphics, supporting the need for designing diverse icons tailored
to specific demographic groups.
Crowdsourced evaluation on revised icons As shown in
Figure 12, we compared the averaged mode ratings of the revised
icons by their tag and whether they were revised with EvIcon using
Cohen’s d. We can see that for the icons revised by all designers,
the “Archive” and “Filter” icons revised with EvIcon received a
higher level of semantic distance (Archive: d = 1.48; Filter: d =
0.63; Figure 12(a)) and familiarity (Archive: d = 1.02; Filter: d =
0.4; Figure 12(b)) than those without using EvIcon with the moder-
ate to the large magnitude of the mean difference. Yet, the “Print”
icons revised with EvIcon obtained the same level of semantic dis-
tance and familiarity as those without EvIcon. These results sug-
gest that the designers benefit most from using EvIcon in improv-
ing the usability of icons of unestablished tags (i.e., “Archive” and
“Filter”). Since most of the designers and users have not formed
the common visual metaphors for the unestablished tags, EvIcon’s
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feedback helps designers navigate the vast variations of “Archive”
and “Filter” icons and find the best way to revise the icons.
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Figure 12: The AMT ratings of the icons revised by all designers.
(a) The ratings of semantic distance rating. (b) The ratings of fa-
miliarity rating. The error bars represent the standard deviation.

Revised icon retrieval test The retrieval test aims to demonstrate
that the existing icons in our dataset are used primarily as inspira-
tion rather than copied directly. In Figure 13, we present the closest
example from our dataset for each revised icon and provide the
PSNR/SSIM scores. We observe that for the semantic concept with
simpler shapes, such as “Filter,” the revised icons are generally
closer to the existing icons in our dataset. However, for the semantic
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concept with more complex shapes, designers tend to make more
significant revisions (e.g., “Print”, “Archive”), resulting in greater
distances between the revised icons and their closest examples.
Post-study interview In the post-study interviews, all six design-
ers gave positive attitudes towards EvIcon. The designers men-
tioned that when revising icons with EvIcon, they got the idea of
how to revise an icon to meet public understanding more easily
by checking the perception feedback constantly. They found the
perception feedback convincing as it was generated based on data
labeled by over two thousand crowdworkers:

• “EvIcon keeps me on the right track and ensures that my de-
sign can be understood by others while I modify the icon design
based on my creativity. ”(P3)

• “The good or bad rating provided by the system is promising
and helpful in designing high-usability interface icons, com-
pared to designing the icons on my own.”(P5)

Some designers were amazed by the perception feedback for spe-
cific demographics since they have experienced struggling to de-
sign interface icons targeting a specific category of users while hav-
ing limited knowledge or access to the users:

• “The feedback from a specific demographic is very useful. I
can adjust the icons according to the feedback from my target
user’s category provided by the system. This tool definitely helps
this.”(P4)

• “I am touched to see how this tool supports elders’ feedback!
Although icons play an important role in interface design, there
is not much information about which icons are friendly or rec-
ognizable to elders. ”(P6)

Designers also found the distinguishability visualization panel
helpful. Both P2 and P6 said they would check the related distance
between the uploaded icon and the icons in the suggestion panel to
see how they could improve their design. P2, P3, P5, and P6 men-
tioned they could derive some graphical design features from the
icon suggestion panel that can be added to their own designs:

• “It is interesting that the system provides designs from other
designers based on current target function.”(P3)

• “I can see those good icons in the suggestion panel, and think
about how to start my design based on the recommendations. It
will help save my time to grasp users’ thoughts at the beginning
of the design flow.”(P5)

Designers also discussed possible benefits EvIcon could bring if
applied in their current workflow. P5 said it would save lots of time
to notice the perception gap between designers, engineers, and av-
erage users earlier with EvIcon, instead of finding out in usability
testing after several design iterations and discussions. As design-
ers, participants usually care a lot about aesthetics while designing
icons, EvIcon could also provide assistances to balance between
aesthetics and usability.

• “It was nice that I could see the perception differences between
public users and my personal thoughts and styles.”(P2)

• “Designers often want to design an aesthetic and unique icon,
but sometimes they go too far that the icon becomes unrecog-
nizable to users. With EvIcon, it would be easier to take both
aesthetic and usability into consideration at the same time.”(P3)

• “Designers often add more styling details in the later phase of
the iteration and worsen the icons’ distinguishability. With EvI-
con , we can check the perception feedback in each iteration to
ensure the quality of our designed icons.”(P4)

The designers also mentioned that the perception feedback could
improve communication with their colleagues or clients if EvI-
con is included in their design process.

• “I could convince the clients that my design is good with EvI-
con.”(P3)

• “The results from EvIcon would be a promising report to defend
our design against clients.”(P4)

The designers confirmed that EvIcon could generally be useful
and mentioned possibilities of how EvIcon can assist in different
design phases. Moreover, they are willing to use EvIcon in their
design process if it becomes a mature product in the future.

7. Limitations and Future Work

Single icon style As flat design continues to be a popular trend
in digital design, our framework currently focuses on improving
the usability of single-colored icons. However, we recognize the
importance of expanding EvIcon’s capabilities to include a wider
range of icon styles. To achieve this, we plan to build a diverse
dataset of icons and use metrics proposed in [GAHG17] to explore
and compare icons in different styles. By doing so, we aim to im-
prove the generalizability of EvIcon and make it more adaptable
to the changing trends and preferences in digital design. Expand-
ing the dataset and incorporating new metrics will enable EvIcon
to produce icons in a wider variety of styles, ensuring that it re-
mains a valuable tool for UI designers across different industries
and contexts.
User interface with limited icon editing functions While EvI-
con’s vector graphics editor offers a basic set of design tools, it may
not be sufficient for the needs of some UI designers. The absence of
advanced features could limit creativity and lead to a less efficient
workflow. Our plan to integrate EvIcon as a plugin for professional
design tools such as Adobe Illustrator and Sketch‡ is aimed at ad-
dressing these limitations. By providing access to a more compre-
hensive suite of design tools, UI designers can expand their creative
options and improve their efficiency. The integration will enable de-
signers to access EvIcon’s icon creation and editing features within
their preferred design software, eliminating the need to switch be-
tween multiple tools. Ultimately, this will enable designers to pro-
duce higher quality icons more efficiently, resulting in better user
experiences for their products.
Supporting validations for general use of icons While the pro-
posed framework is primarily focused on supporting designers in
validating and revising icons for user interface design, it is impor-
tant to note that icons have many other applications beyond UI de-
sign. Icons are widely used in presentation slides, infographics, and
other forms of visual communication, where their design require-
ments may differ from those in UI design. For example, the icons
used in infographics may require better abilities to convey informa-
tion rather than better familiarity with viewers. Given the versatile

‡ https://www.sketch.com/
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Figure 13: For each icon revised by the designers, we show its closest example in our dataset and its corresponding PSNR/SSIM at the
bottom.

nature of icons, we plan to extend the usage scenario and target
audience of EvIcon to support icon improvement and selection for
more general purposes. By doing so, we aim to make EvIcon a
more versatile tool that can assist designers across various fields
and contexts, not just limited to UI design. Expanding EvIcon’s ca-
pabilities to accommodate different design requirements and user
needs will enhance its value and relevance, making it an even more
valuable tool for designers working on a wide range of projects.
Ultimately, this will enable designers to create more effective and
engaging visual content across various domains, resulting in better
user experiences for their audiences.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a human-in-the-loop framework called
EvIconthat aims to enhance the usability of interface icon sets. Our
framework includes a novel perceptual usability formulation and
an interactive design tool that enable users to modify icons’ effec-
tiveness in conveying information. We also introduce the first icon
dataset, IconCEPT10K, which features high-level perceptual us-
ability ratings, such as semantic distance and familiarity, from over
5,000 crowdworkers. To demonstrate the effectiveness of EvIcon,
we conducted a user study with six UI designers. Our quantitative
and qualitative results show that using EvIconresulted in an icon set
with improved usability, as rated by over 200 crowdworkers. These
findings suggest that EvIconis an effective tool for facilitating the
design process.
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